
 VGR 5IN1 Electric shaver, waterproof with 5 different heads
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Name Description

Model VGR 5IN1 Electric shaver 

More
The Hair and Beard Clipper is not only practical but also very easy to use. Ergonomically
shaped to fit comfortably in any hand, ensuring ease of use. The machine takes just 90
minutes to charge, after which it is fully ready for use. From a full charge it can be used for
up to 120 minutes.
Thanks to the built-in rechargeable battery, there's no need to worry about not having an
electrical outlet nearby. If you forget to charge it, no need to worry, just plug it into the
charging cord and keep using it.
Thanks to the included interchangeable tips, the hair clipper allows you to cut and style hair
and beards of all lengths.
The blades are made of top quality stainless steel and are sharp and durable.
R-shaped blades for safe use - easily cut hair without damaging the skin.
4 interchangeable cutting combs with different cutting lengths for easy cleaning. Low noise
level and waterproof housing for use in the shower. The ultra-short cutting length, down to
0 mm, can also be used for engraving and beard shaping.
Quality haircuts at home using blade attachment technology, which reduces friction
between the moving blade and the fixed blade, also effectively reducing noise.
Premium quality stainless steel blade with a sharp angle. All steel corner knives are safe,
sharp and wear-resistant.
Ergonomic design: compact body for comfortable use. Medium size for a feeling of comfort.
The housing is made of the highest quality materials which do not fade after long use.
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FUNCTIONS
Wet and dry shaving.
Easy cleaning.
This electric shaver is waterproof
Allows you to shave comfortably dry or shave refreshingly wet with shaving cream or shower
gel.
You can wash this electric shaver directly under the tap and it is easy to clean and maintain.
The ergonomically designed five-head shaver head gives you total control.
The rotary shaver with moving heads adapts to every contour of the face, neck and body,
precisely removing hair.
Nose hair trimmer - quickly cuts unwanted nose hair and is also ideal for ear hair.
Side bangs trimmer - perfect for side strands, moustache. Includes accessories to adjust the
length of the haircut.
Facial cleansing brush - cleans thoroughly, removing sweat, dirt and oil. Helps to deeply and
thoroughly cleanse facial pores. A gentler and more hygienic way without irritating the skin.
Silicone cleansing pad - does not irritate the skin.

PAPILDOMA With shaving device: yes
Mode: different modes for the whole body
Voltage: Universal Universal (100-240 V)
Type of shaver: Rotary
Power mode: USB universal
Power Type: Rechargeable/Electric
Power: 5 W
Number of nozzles: 5 pcs.
Material: Plastic (ABS)
Blades: Five blades
Blade material: Stainless steel
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